GMC HUMMER EV PICKUP
EDITION 1
ACCESSORIES

Preproduction model shown. Actual production models may vary. Pickup initial availability Fall 2021. Accessories availability will vary based on model availability.

PORTFOLIO | SUMMARY | PACKAGES

August 2021
ZERO LIMITS

Where do you want to go? Engineered to conquer nearly any terrain, the GMC HUMMER EV all-electric supertruck can take you there with an exclusive lineup of accessories designed, engineered, tested and backed by GMC. An additional lineup of accessories will also be available from renowned manufacturers. Here’s a look at what’s to come.
HOOD DECAL PACKAGE IN PERFORMANCE RED [SB7]
D-RING RECOVERY HOOKS IN PERFORMANCE RED1 [ULK]
HUMMER EV EMBLEMS IN PERFORMANCE RED [RIK]

1 To avoid the risk of injury, never use Recovery Hooks to tow a vehicle. For more information, see the Recovery Hooks section of your Owner’s Manual.
HOOD DECAL PACKAGE IN TECH BRONZE [SB7]
D-RING RECOVERY HOOKS IN TECH BRONZE [WOH]
HUMMER EV EMBLEMS IN TECH BRONZE [RIK]
18X9-INCH 8-SPOKE WHEEL IN TECH BRONZE WITH MACHINE FACE [SMA]

1 To avoid the risk of injury, never use Recovery Hooks to tow a vehicle. For more information, see the Recovery Hooks section of your Owner’s Manual.
Hood Decal in Black with Hummer EV logo [SB9]

Lunar Map Hood Decal in Tech Bronze [SF8]
Lunar Map Hood Decal in Performance Red [SF8]
FRONT SPLASH GUARDS [V0K]
REAR SPLASH GUARDS [V0K]
HUMMER EV EMBLEMS IN TECH BRONZE [RIK]
D-RING RECOVERY HOOKS IN TECH BRONZE [WOH]

1 To avoid the risk of injury, never use Recovery Hooks to tow a vehicle. For more information, see the Recovery Hooks section of your Owner’s Manual.
SKY CONVERTIBLE TOP FOR FRONT ROW (SBD) AVAILABLE LATE 2021

Protect yourself from the sun or quickly access the open air with the Sky Convertible Top. Designed to provide a convenient way to feel the elements, this manually operated convertible top replacement integrates with your vehicle’s structure and functions in place of the two front Sky Panels and I-Bar. Integrated side struts help to make folding easy. This top can be left on all year — it has been tested in extreme weather conditions and temperatures to handle snow and provides UV protection for front occupants. The Sky Convertible Top has also been designed to offer a seamless exterior appearance when installed. Initial installation and walk-through by an authorized GMC Dealer is recommended.
SKY PANEL STORAGE SET (SC8)

Easily stack and store your four Modular Sky Panels in your eTrunk™ with this Sky Panel Storage Set. Each tray is designed and engineered specifically to protect the panels from damage when removed for open-air experiences. The trays are constructed of lightweight material that provides a precise and secure fit for added protection during dynamic events. These durable containers are also numbered to provide ease of stacking inside your eTrunk™.
ROOF CROSS RAIL PACKAGE [VQQ]
- Bed-Mounted Cross Rails [VMK]
- Hard Power Retractable Tonneau Cover [5KM]

- Soft Roll-Up Tonneau Cover [VPB] — Standard Content for Edition 1
FRONT OFF-ROAD AUXILIARY LIGHTS (PZU)

Help light the way with these Front Off-Road Auxiliary Lights. They enhance the rugged off-road appearance of the GMC HUMMER EV Pickup and provide further illumination. The lights mount in front of the windshield and manually adjust four ways. Kit includes two lights, brackets, harnesses and protective covers with HUMMER EV logo. Requires Accessory Touch-Screen Control Switches (VBP).
OUTSIDE REARVIEW MIRROR PROJECTION LIGHTS WITH HUMMER EV LOGO [S30]
ACCESSORY TOUCH-SCREEN CONTROL SWITCHES (VBP)

Put the power at your fingertips and conveniently control up to six external accessories through the Off-Road app found on your vehicle’s touch-screen. This add-on module mounts under the hood and lets you control accessories like off-road lighting, a light bar or air compressor. Once installed, the system also allows you to assign a name and choose from a collection of 24 display images in your vehicle infotainment system. Installation by an authorized GMC Dealer is recommended.
MULTIPRO™ TAILGATE AUDIO SYSTEM BY KICKER®1 (SAX)


1 Non-GM warranty. Limited warranty by KICKER® 3 years/36,000 miles (whichever occurs first). For more information, contact your dealer.

TAILGATE STEP LIGHTING (63G)
- ALL-WEATHER eTRUNK™ MAT WITH LOGO [VLI]
- SPORT PEDAL COVER PACKAGE [SBZ]
18x9-INCH 8-SPOKE WHEEL IN TECH BRONZE WITH MACHINE FACE [SMA]

CENTER CAP IN TECH BRONZE WITH HUMMER EV LOGO [VW9]

TIRE AND WHEEL KIT BY ADAM’S POLISHES®


1 Non-GM warranty. Lifetime limited warranty by Adam’s Polishes®. For more information, contact your dealer.
BED-MOUNTED VERTICAL SPARE TIRE CARRIER [SEP]
ROCKER PROTECTORS WITH ASSIST STEPS (S6L)

Add capability and convenience with these distinctive and highly durable Rocker Protectors with Assist Steps. Designed for the off-roader, they run alongside the front and rear doors on both sides of the GMC HUMMER EV Pickup. Each is a one-piece, stainless-steel welded structure engineered to withstand rock-sliding forces off-road and also function as an assist step. These rock sliders are able to vertically support 50% of the vehicle weight and 20% during a lateral crawl. They are fully powder-coated and include a rugged texture with durable step pads and tread pattern (each holds up to 300 lbs.). Standard content for Edition 1.
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**BED PRODUCTS**
- BED-MOUNTED VERTICAL SPARE TIRE CARRIER [SEP]: $1,995 MSRP
- HARD POWER RETRACTABLE TONNEAU COVER [5KM]: $2,300 MSRP
- TAILGATE STEP LIGHTING [63G]: $200 MSRP

**ELECTRONICS**
- AUXILIARY ACCESSORY TRAILER CAMERA [TRO]: $475 MSRP
- ACCESSORY TOUCH-SCREEN CONTROL SWITCHES [VBP]: $295 MSRP
- INTERIOR AMBIENT FOOTWELL LIGHTING [SIM]: $250 MSRP

**SECURITY AND PROTECTION**
- FIRST AID KIT [RYT]: $60 MSRP
- HIGHWAY SAFETY KIT [S08]: $150 MSRP
- OFF-ROAD RECOVERY KIT [S1H]: $425 MSRP

**EXTERIOR**
- D-RING RECOVERY HOOKS IN TECH BRONZE [WOH]: $125 MSRP
- D-RING RECOVERY HOOKS IN PERFORMANCE RED [ULK]: $125 MSRP
- D-RING RECOVERY HOOKS IN BLACK [SDA] — STANDARD CONTENT FOR EDITION 1: $150 MSRP
- FRONT SPLASH GUARDS [VQK]: $100 MSRP
- REAR SPLASH GUARDS [VQK]: $100 MSRP
- FRONT OFF-ROAD AUXILIARY LIGHTS [RZU]: $395 MSRP
- HOOD DECAL IN BLACK WITH HUMMER EV LOGO [SB9]: $295 MSRP
- HOOD DECAL PACKAGE IN PERFORMANCE RED OR TECH BRONZE [SB7]: $295 MSRP
- HUMMER EV EMBLEMS IN TECH BRONZE, BLACK OR PERFORMANCE RED [R1K]: $100 MSRP
- LUNAR MAP HOOD DECAL IN PERFORMANCE RED OR TECH BRONZE [SF8]: $325 MSRP

**EXTERIOR (CONT.)**
- OUTSIDE REARVIEW MIRROR PROJECTION LIGHTS WITH HUMMER EV LOGO [S3O]: $175 MSRP
- ROCKER PROTECTORS WITH ASSIST STEPS [S6L] — STANDARD CONTENT FOR EDITION 1: $1,300 MSRP
- SKY CONVERTIBLE TOP [SBD]: $1,695 MSRP
(AVAILABLE LATE 2021)

**EXTERIOR CARGO MANAGEMENT**
- BED-MOUNTED CROSS RAILS [VMK]: $550 MSRP
- ROOF CROSS RAIL PACKAGE [VQQ]: $550 MSRP

**INTERIOR**
- FIRST- AND SECOND-ROW CARPETED FLOOR MAT INSERTS IN BLACK [RWS]: $195 MSRP
- FRONT CENTER CONSOLE LOCKABLE STORAGE [S1O]: $265 MSRP
- SPORT PEDAL COVER PACKAGE [SBZ]: $165 MSRP

---

1 Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price. Tax and installation extra. See dealer for details.
2 Not allowed with Hard Power Retractable Tonneau Cover (5KM) and Soft Roll-Up Tonneau Cover (VPB).
3 Not allowed with Soft Roll-Up Tonneau Cover (VPB) and Bed-Mounted Vertical Spare Tire Carrier (SEP).
4 Not allowed with Hard Power Retractable Tonneau Cover (5KM) and Bed-Mounted Spare Tire Carrier (SEP).
5 Not allowed with D-Ring Recovery Hooks in Performance Red (ULK).
6 To avoid the risk of injury, never use Recovery Hooks to tow a vehicle. For more information, see the Recovery Hooks section of your Owner’s Manual.
7 Not allowed with D-Ring Recovery Hooks in Tech Bronze (WOH).
8 Requires Accessory Touch-Screen Control Switches (VBP).
9 Not allowed with Lunar Map Hood Decal (SF8) or Hood Decal Package (SB7).
10 Not allowed with Lunar Map Hood Decal (SF8) or Hood Decal in Black (SB9).
11 Not allowed with Hood Decal Package (SB7) or Hood Decal in Black (SB9).
12 Not allowed with Bed-Mounted Vertical Spare Tire Carrier (SEP).
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INTERIOR CARGO MANAGEMENT
☐ ALL-WEATHER eTRUNK™ MAT WITH LOGO [VLI]: $125 MSRP[^1,2]
☐ COLLAPSIBLE CARGO ORGANIZER IN BLACK FOR eTRUNK™ [SD3]: $200 MSRP[^1,3]
☐ SKY PANEL STORAGE SET FOR eTRUNK™ [SC8]: $595 MSRP[^1,4]
☐ UNDERSEAT ORGANIZER AND I-BAR STORAGE [VBJ]: $200 MSRP[^1]
☐ VERTICAL CARGO NET FOR eTRUNK™ WITH STORAGE BAG [RXQ]: $75 MSRP[^1]

WHEELS
☐ 18x9-INCH 8-SPOKE WHEEL IN TECH BRONZE WITH MACHINE FACE [SMA]: $500 MSRP[^1]
☐ 18x9-INCH 8-SPOKE SPARE WHEEL IN TECH BRONZE WITH MACHINE FACE [SGY]: $500 MSRP[^1]
☐ 18x9-INCH BLACK ALUMINUM SPARE WHEEL WITH MACHINE ACCENTS [SGX]: $500 MSRP[^1]

WHEEL COMPONENTS
☐ CENTER CAP IN TECH BRONZE WITH HUMMER EV LOGO [VW9]: $40 MSRP[^1]
☐ MUD TERRAIN TIRE — LT305/70R18 E 126/123 R BW OOR [SC5]: $200 MSRP[^1]
☐ SPARE TIRE JACK AND TOOL KIT [SYZ]: $175 MSRP[^1]
☐ SPARE TIRE MUD TERRAIN — LT305/70R18 E 126/123 R BW OOR [SC9]: $200 MSRP[^1,5]
☐ TIRE PRESSURE MONITOR (XL8 - 433 MHZ) [SD5]: $40 MSRP[^1]
☐ TRAILER TIRE PRESSURE INDICATOR SENSOR PACKAGE [SUR]: $150 MSRP[^1]
☐ LUG NUTS IN BLACK [SPY]: $350 MSRP[^1]
☐ LUG NUTS IN CHROME [S47]: $235 MSRP[^1]
☐ WHEEL LOCK KIT IN BLACK [SPZ]: $65 MSRP[^1]
☐ WHEEL LOCK KIT IN CHROME [S45]: $235 MSRP[^1]
☐ WHEEL LOCK AND LUG NUT KIT IN BLACK [S4W]: $350 MSRP[^1]
☐ WHEEL LOCK AND LUG NUT KIT IN CHROME [S45]: $235 MSRP[^1]

ASSOCIATED ACCESSORIES
☐ DOMETIC CFX3 SERIES POWERED COOLERS[^6]: $840–$1,500 MSRP[^1]
☐ EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR CAR CARE PRODUCTS BY ADAM'S POLISHES®[^7]: $6–$299.95 MSRP[^1]
☐ HITCH-MOUNTED LIFESTYLE CARRIERS BY THULE®[^8]: $50–$649.95 MSRP[^1]
☐ ROOF-MOUNTED LIFESTYLE CARRIERS BY THULE®[^8]: $54.95–$649.95 MSRP[^1]
☐ LICENSE PLATE HOLDERS BY BARON & BARON[^9]: $42–$85 MSRP[^1]
☐ MULTIPRO™ TAILGATE AUDIO SYSTEM BY KICKER®[^10] (SAX): $749 MSRP[^1]
☐ TOWING ACCESSORIES BY CURT™[^12]: $6.95–$450 MSRP[^1]
☐ ULINXMAX USB CABLES BY ISIMPLE®[^13]: $25–$30 MSRP[^1]

[^1]: Non-GM warranty. Limited warranty by Dometic. For more information, contact your dealer.
[^2]: Non-GM warranty. Limited warranty by Dometic. For more information, contact your dealer.
[^3]: Non-GM warranty. Limited warranty by Dometic. For more information, contact your dealer.
[^4]: Non-GM warranty. Limited warranty by Dometic. For more information, contact your dealer.
[^5]: Requires Bed-Mounted Vertical Spare Tire Carrier [SEP].
[^6]: Non-GM warranty. Limited warranty by Curt. For more information, contact your dealer.
[^7]: Non-GM warranty. Lifetime limited warranty by Adam’s Polishes®. For more information, contact your dealer.
[^8]: Non-GM warranty. Limited lifetime warranty by Thule®. For more information, contact your dealer.
[^9]: Non-GM warranty. Limited warranty by Baron & Baron®. 3 years/36,000 miles (whichever occurs first). For more information, contact your dealer.
[^10]: Non-GM warranty. Limited warranty by Kicker®. 3 years/36,000 miles (whichever occurs first). For more information, contact your dealer.
[^11]: Non-GM warranty. Limited warranty by Freespirit. 3 years/36,000 miles. For more information, contact your dealer.
[^12]: Non-GM warranty. Limited lifetime manufacturer’s warranty by Curt™ on trailer hitches/ball mounts, 3 years on trailer couplers, locks and electrical. For more information, contact your dealer.
[^13]: Non-GM warranty. Limited warranty by Simple®. 3 years/36,000 miles (whichever occurs first). For more information, contact your dealer.
ENHANCED OFF-ROAD PACKAGE (PCH): $2,600 MSRP

No matter how rugged it gets, you’ll be ready. The Enhanced Off-Road Package provides added confidence when taking the GMC HUMMER EV Pickup off-road.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

- 18x9-INCH BLACK ALUMINUM SPARE WHEEL WITH MACHINE ACCENTS [SGX]
- SPARE MUD TERRAIN TIRE LT305/70R18 E 126/123 R BW OOR [SC9]
- BED-MOUNTED VERTICAL SPARE TIRE CARRIER [SEP]
- SPARE TIRE JACK AND TOOL KIT [5Y2]
- OFF-ROAD RECOVERY KIT [S1H]
**EXTERIOR LIGHTING PACKAGE (PCI): $1,695 MSRP**

Light up the night and put the power at your fingertips. The Exterior Lighting Package puts your GMC HUMMER EV Pickup in the spotlight whether you’re off-road or out on the town.

**PACKAGE INCLUDES:**
- ACCESSORY TOUCH-SCREEN CONTROL Switches [VBP]
- FRONT OFF-ROAD AUXILIARY LIGHTS [RZU]
- INTERIOR AMBIENT FOOTWELL LIGHTING [SIM]
- OUTSIDE REARVIEW MIRROR PROJECTION LIGHTS WITH GMC HUMMER EV LOGO [S30]
- TAILGATE STEP LIGHTING [63G]

If you have an Edition 1 reservation, you can add this package when personalizing your vehicle with your dealer.

1 Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price. Tax extra.
Most GMC Parts and Accessories sold and installed on a GMC vehicle by a GMC Dealer or a GMC-approved Accessory Distributor/Installer (ADI) before delivery to the customer are covered under the applicable limited warranty. If GMC Accessories are installed after vehicle delivery, or are replaced under the New Vehicle Limited Warranty, they will be covered, parts and labor, for the longer of the following: a) 12 months/12,000 miles (whichever comes first), or b) the balance of the applicable portion of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. GMC Parts sold over the counter, or those not requiring installation, will continue to receive the standard GMC Dealer Parts Warranty of 12 months from the date of purchase, parts only, regardless of miles. GMC warranties do not apply to Associated Accessories. See your dealer for details. This GMC Playbook features accessories that are designed, engineered, tested and backed by GMC. An additional offering of Associated Accessories is also available, which are engineered, tested and backed by third-party manufacturers. The Associated Accessories symbol denotes that the accessory is engineered and sourced by third-party companies, each with its own individual warranty coverage.